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A Biochemical Society Symposium held in Cambridge in June 1979

The Biochemical Society's Forty-fifth Symposium held at Cambridge in June 1979 dealt with two areas of biomedical research currently regarded as among the most exciting and clinically important research interests: the molecular mechanics of the immune response and the biochemistry of the cell surface. Speakers at the Symposium reviewed results from this work and in addition gave emphasis to those research aspects providing greatest promise in future work with the lymphocyte. A number of the major contributions to the Symposium form the basis of this publication.
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Molecular Models
Flexible StereoChemistry™ Models (Darling Models)

Newly developed by Professor Stephen D. Darling, the models bring a new dimension to the visualization of molecules in space. The special feature of flexibility permits one to "see" whether there is strain in a molecule due to angle distortion or torsional stress and whether two atoms in a molecule can "approach" each other. This unique feature in the Flexible StereoChemistry™ kit permits a more realistic study of spatial relationships and accurate relative interatomic distances for making comparisons. They are approximately the same size as the Fieser models. We believe the Darling models are best suited for the individual chemist's study.

The Flexible StereoChemistry™ Kit contains the following components:
• 2 180° Triple-bonded carbon pairs
• 8 Double bonds
• 40 109° Hybrid orbital (black-carbon), sp³
• 16 120° Hybrid orbital (grey-carbon), sp³
• 4 109° Hybrid orbital (blue-nitrogen), sp³
• 12 109° Hybrid orbital (red-oxygen), sp³
• 12 Marker balls (3 each of white, red, green, blue)

Z10,800-6 Darling Flexible StereoChemistry™ Kit $24.95

Fieser Molecular Model Research Kit
Chemistry in Three Dimensions

Low-cost Molecular Models — designed by Professor Louis F. Fieser.1-4 The models consist of sturdy, color-coded plastic and aluminum parts which snap together to form bonds. They are easily assembled and handled, and may be disassembled for repeated use.

Fieser models are highly effective for assessing conformational and steric effects, and geometrical relationships. We believe the Fieser models are best for lecture demonstrations.

Each kit consists of the following pieces:
• 30 tetrahedral carbon atoms (black)
• 6 pairs of double-bonded carbon atoms (black)
• 5 oxygen or sulfur atoms (red)
• 2 trivalent nitrogen atoms (blue)

Z10,400-0 Fieser Molecular Model Research Kit $24.00

See page 1102 of the Aldrich catalog for large quantities of individual atomic models.
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